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**ABSTRACT**

Learning to read scientific papers critically, which requires first grasping their main ideas and then raising critical thoughts, is important yet challenging for novice researchers. The traditional ways to develop critical paper reading (CPR) skills, e.g., checking general tutorials or taking reading courses, often can not provide individuals with adaptive and accessible support. In this paper, we first derive user requirements of a CPR training tool based on literature and a survey study (N=52). Then, we develop CriTrainer, an interactive tool for CPR training. It leverages text summarization techniques to train readers’ skills in grasping the paper’s main ideas. It further utilizes template-based generated questions to help them learn how to raise critical thoughts. A mixed-design study (N=24) shows that compared to a baseline tool with general CPR guidance, students trained by CriTrainer perform better in independently raising critical thinking questions on a new paper. We conclude with design considerations for CPR training tools.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Reading scientific papers critically is beneficial to researchers [82], e.g., by helping them deepen their understanding and get inspiration in a research domain. To read critically, one needs to not only comprehend the main ideas conveyed through the content and figures but also maintain a skeptical and provisional view of the content [56]. For example, critical readers should be able to summarize the paper’s background, motivation, methods, contribution, etc., while also raising critical thinking thoughts like whether the claims are reasonable and why the alternative approaches are not chosen. In this paper, we reflect people’s critical reading skills on their performance in summarizing paper content and raising critical thinking questions. These two aspects are also revealed in the review guidelines of top venues (e.g., CHI, CSCW). For instance, a typical review would contain a summary of the introduced ideas, approaches, and contributions, as well as assessments of the strengths and weaknesses from aspects like methodology, analysis, interpretation, significance, and clarity.

However, learning critical paper reading skills is non-trivial for novices who get started in a research domain. From the researchers’ perspectives, reading critically is more than answering questions on the texts, e.g., the multiple-choice ones in high-school exams, or open-ended critical thinking questions. It also involves extracting key points from the paper, rephrasing them, and questioning the paper content [60, 76]. This requires readers to actively analyze, synthesize, and evaluate the paper content – the higher-order thinking skills in education suggested in Bloom’s taxonomy [10]. These higher-order thinking skills are known to be difficult for students to acquire in various educational scenarios [25, 66].

Traditionally, there are two common ways to learn critical paper reading skills – referring to critical reading guidelines compiled by researchers [37, 60, 76, 79] or seeking support from course instructors, peers, or senior researchers. The former approach suits individual readers at any time but falls short in only providing general guidance, which may not be effective in helping students develop critical reading skills [2, 15, 27, 32, 63]. The latter means, on the other hand, can offer adaptive hints and feedback on specific reading materials yet requires qualified persons who have also read the same materials.
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To mitigate these issues, existing HCI (Human–Computer Interaction) research has explored various in-situ reading support. For example, Peng et al. [65] developed CREBot that asks section-level questions and provides content-independent guidance (e.g., general aspects to answer the questions) to facilitate users in critical paper reading. Chen et al. [19] built Marvista which employs natural language processing models to provide text-specific (content-aware) support for reading online articles. However, CREBot’s questions are pre-compiled and do not match well to the specific texts [65], while Marvista focuses on comprehending the online articles instead of facilitating critical thinking [19]. Besides, these tools seldom incorporate educational elements that aim to improve readers’ abilities like critical thinking. Prior researchers on HCI and education have proposed a set of intelligent tutors to facilitate skill acquisition, such as QuizBot for learning factual language [70] and ArgueTutor for practicing argumentation writings [83]. Their studies suggest the in-situ support and feedback of the tutors can improve learning engagement and gains [83]. Nevertheless, little is known about what types of support and feedback are required and how to integrate them into critical paper reading training practices. In all, there is a lack of investigations into the design, effectiveness, and user experience of a critical paper reading training tool which has text-specific educational elements.

To this end, we design, develop, and evaluate an adaptive training tool CriTrainer for critical paper reading. Based on previous literature on critical thinking (e.g., [56, 79, 82]) and tutoring reading skills [8], we structure a QR2AC critical paper reading training process for each selected paper section (e.g., Introduction). In this framework, learners first should think of comprehension Questions (e.g., “what, how”) and Read the selected section (noted as QR stage). Next, they should conduct the first training task by drafting a summary of the selected section (Answer) and Checking how to improve (noted as AC-1 stage). They then proceed to the second training task in which they should raise relevant critical thinking questions on the selected section and check how to improve (noted as AC-2 stage). We conduct a survey study with 52 university students to identify their difficulties in critical paper reading and the need for support in our structured training process.

Based on the derived findings from the survey study, we develop CriTrainer for training critical paper reading skills. CriTrainer provides generated comprehension questions in the QR stage. It offers feedback on the drafted summary and highlights key points in the original paper content based on the generated summary in the AC-1 stage. It provides text-specific critical thinking questions generated by our proposed template-based approach in the AC-2 stage. We evaluate CriTrainer’s effectiveness and user experience on critical paper reading training through a mixed-design study with 24 undergraduates compared to a baseline tool that provides general guidance in the QR2AC process. We compare participants’ performance in independently summarizing the content and raising relevant critical thinking questions on given academic papers before and after the training sessions. We also measure their behaviors and perceptions in the training sessions in which they should read two papers with either CriTrainer or baseline tool. Our result shows that compared to those with the baseline tool, participants with CriTrainer have significantly more improvement regarding their ability to raise understandable, relevant, and critical questions after the training sessions. After training with either tool, participants can also better express their understanding of the paper content in their drafted summaries. Participants’ comments on CriTrainer highlight the benefits of its text-specific critical thinking questions. We discuss insights from our findings and offer design considerations for future critical paper reading training tools.

In summary, the main contributions of this work are:

- We propose a critical paper reading training tool CriTrainer which offers text-specific guidance and incorporates educational elements in a structured training process.
- We demonstrate the effectiveness of CriTrainer in helping participants acquire critical paper reading skills via a mixed-design study.
- We provide insights and design considerations for future critical paper reading training tools.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we review the literature on critical paper reading that motivates our work, related paper reading support and intelligent tutoring tools that inspire our design, and recent natural language processing approaches that power CriTrainer.

2.1 Critical Paper Reading

Critical thinking is an essential skill in the twenty-first century’s education [9, 75]. When applied to paper reading, it requires critical readers to maintain a distance from and keep friendly skepticism towards what authors claim [60, 82]. First, critical readers need to comprehend the paper’s content, which means that they should be able to read beyond the literal meaning of the text and grasp the paper’s main ideas [56, 77]. The performance of paper summarization can reflect this comprehension ability as learners must take the entire text into consideration and determine its main points when summarizing [29, 68]. After paper comprehension, critical readers should think deeply about the authors’ judgments and opinions [56]. One way that reveals this capability is to raise understandable, relevant, and thought-provoking critical thinking questions on the paper content [40, 65], e.g., “Is the motivation of this research clear and strong?” Therefore, in this paper, we measure people’s critical reading ability based on their performance in summarizing the paper content and raising critical thinking questions on it.

To develop critical reading skills, people need to learn and practice. One common learning approach is referring to existing guidelines compiled by experienced researchers, which usually contain a set of general critical thinking questions [8, 37, 60, 65, 76, 79, 82, 91]. For instance, the QRC (Question, Read, Answer, Check) [8] guideline has been used in reading courses to train students’ skills in reading comprehension. In the QR stage of the guideline, users should read each paper section with comprehension questions [8]. In the AC stage, users should answer the questions and check if their answers could contribute a good summary of the section they read [8]. However, the QRC guideline does not aid critical thinking during the paper reading process. Peng et al. [65] compiled a guideline for critical paper reading based on the related and publicly available articles, tutorials, and books. The guidelines provide a step-by-step approach to critical paper reading and offer
section-level questions from various aspects, such as the motivation aspect of the introduction (e.g., “Why should we care about this research problem?” from the motivation aspect of the introduction). These guidelines and questions serve as a good starting point for practicing critical paper reading. However, they are rather general, which may not be effective for developing critical paper reading skills, especially for novice researchers who would need more specific guidance in the learning process [2, 15, 27, 32, 63]. A more effective learning method would be interacting with lecturers, senior scholars, or peers, e.g., in course activities, paper sharing, and discussions in individual meetings. These experienced persons can offer guidance adaptive to the paper content and timely feedback on their understandings and thoughts. However, they are not always available for individual learners. Our work is motivated by the needs of novice researchers to develop critical paper reading skills. We seek to facilitate them with an adaptive and accessible critical reading training tool. Specifically, we structure a QR2AC critical paper reading training process (Figure 1). It simulates the original QRAC [8] process but differs from it with an additional AC stage for training critical thinking skills and text-specific support.

2.2 Paper Reading Support Tools

HCI researchers have explored a series of tools to support paper reading activities in digital devices [19, 65, 67, 72, 78, 86]. For example, Kim et al. [38] built an interactive document reader that links the text with its corresponding table cells automatically, which can reduce split attention and facilitate reading. Chen et al. [19] developed Marvista that employs various Natural Language Processing (NLP) technology like abstractive summarization to provide text-specific assistance when users are reading online articles. Their main user study showed that Marvista helps them better comprehend the article [19]. Similarly, August et al. [6] created Paper Plain that utilizes NLP techniques to enhance understanding of medical papers. Nevertheless, they focus on comprehending the articles and do not incorporate educational elements for training critical thinking skills.

As for critical paper reading, Tan et al. [78] presented WiREAD, a web-based collaborative platform that supports peer interactions and provides feedback for both students and teachers to engage in critical paper reading together. WiREAD is shown to enhance the critical reading engagement levels of peers and instructors in their user study. [78]. However, it requires other persons to engage in the reading process and therefore lacks scalability. To support individual learners, Peng et al. [65] designed CReBot, a chatbot-style tool that prompts section-level questions and offers general critical thinking guidance during users’ paper reading process. Their experiments demonstrated CReBot’s engagement and usefulness over static guidelines for routine paper readers but indicated that its benefits are not significant for novice researchers [65]. One possible reason is that for novices, the form of interaction (e.g., static vs. conversational in CReBot) may not be the key for critical reading support, but the text-specific instructions and feedback would be [2, 15, 27, 32, 63].

In line with these tools, our CriTrainer can provide individuals with in-situ text-specific paper reading support. However, unlike these tools, we do not aim at improving users’ reading performance in each session with CriTrainer. We position CriTrainer as a training tool whose goal is to enable independent critical paper reading after the training sessions.

2.3 Intelligent Tutoring Tools

To help users acquire knowledge and skills, HCI researchers have explored a variety of intelligent tutoring tools [18, 59, 70, 83, 88, 89, 95, 96]. For example, Ruan et al. [70] developed QuizBot, an AI-powered chatbot that assists students in learning factual knowledge in subjects like science, safety, and English vocabulary. The bot engages users in the learning process by asking questions and providing corrective feedback on users’ responses [70]. Similarly, Wambganss et al. [83] built ArgueTutor, an adaptive dialog-based tutoring system that helps students improve their argumentative writing skills by providing adaptive and instant feedback (e.g., message on what to improve) on their drafted essays. Zhang et al. [96] designed Withyou, an automated adaptive speech shadowing tutoring tool that assists people in learning foreign spoken languages. Withyou automatically adjusts the playback and the difficulty of a speech template through speech recognition and is shown to lead to a larger improvement on spoken language compared to the conventional method [96]. These intelligent tutoring tools commonly structure the learning process in which they offer adaptive support and timely feedback to learners. Our work gets inspired by these tools and extends them with first-hand insights into the design, usefulness, and user experience of an adaptive training tool for critical paper reading.

2.4 Text Summarization and Question Generation Techniques

To provide adaptive training support identified in the later formative study, CriTrainer mainly adopt the text summarization and question generation techniques. We briefly review the related ones below.

Text summarization (TS) aims at producing a concise and smooth text which retains the key information and overall meanings of the original content [4, 87]. Basically, there are two main approaches to text summarization: extraction and abstraction. Extraction involves concatenating sentences taken from the original text into the output summary [3, 54], while abstraction involves generating a summary with new and rebuilt sentences using words that might not be in the original text [87, 93]. Both approaches traditionally leverage rule-based [58], sentence-compression [22] or template-based [30] strategies and are now mainly based on deep-learning models [5, 20, 35, 48, 54, 55, 90, 94]. For example, BART uses the standard sequence-to-sequence Transformer architecture and gets high performance on summarization tasks [48]. In this work, we adopt a deep-learning-based abstractive summarization approach to support training on paper comprehension, as its output summary is more closely to the human-written ones [26].

Question generation (QG) aims at creating semantically and syntactically correct questions given various sources like raw text, database, or semantic representation with or without answers [57, 71]. Intelligent tutoring systems have started to exploit QG techniques to support online learning and self-learning, generating natural language questions for users in an online learning system to deepen their understanding of educational material [43, 49]. Rules-based
QG approaches generate questions relying on various rules, like syntactic rules that incorporated linguistic features (e.g., subject- auxiliary inversion) [34], transformation rules based on case grammars (e.g., Agentive, Instrumental, Dative, Factitive, Locative, and Objective) [28], and templates derived from human supervisors [51]. The key to the quality of template-based generated questions is filling the right templates with the right words. To mitigate the scalability issues of rule-based approaches, recent AI researchers commonly train deep neural networks models with large annotated corpus for QG in an end-to-end manner [17, 47, 57, 73, 92]. While these generated questions are more diverse compared to the template-based ones, most of them ask about “what” and “how”, which could not satisfy the needs for critical thinking questions about “why” and “how well” [65]. Little work has explored ways to generate critical thinking questions, which would require a large amount of labeled data to develop deep-learning models. In our work, we leverage these neural-network-based models to help users read with generated comprehension questions. To further support learners to raise critical thoughts, we propose a template-based method to generate critical thinking questions filled with AI-detected keywords and validate their appropriateness.

3 FORMATIVE STUDY

To support the acquisition of critical paper reading skills and the need for guiding formative study design, we first structure a QR2AC training process based on literature. We then identify user challenges and needs for support in this process via a survey study.

3.1 QR2AC Critical Reading Training Process

![QR2AC Critical Paper Reading Training Process](image)

As reviewed in the Related Work (Section 2.1), the abilities to summarize paper content and raise relevant critical thinking questions are important in critical paper reading. Therefore we focus on training these two skills in this work. We adapt the QRAC (“Question, Read, Answer, Check”) process [8], which is commonly used in training courses about reading skills [46]. For example, Lee [46] adapt the QRAC framework with a checklist that guides the four steps to organize online collaborative reading activities to train critical thinking skills. We differ from their work by allowing individuals to train critical paper reading skills at any time and providing adaptive support in this process. Specifically, we propose a QRAC training process (Figure 1): 1) Read each paper section with questions about corresponding content (QR); 2) Summarize the reading section and check if it was a good summary that contains the key points of the section (AC-1); 3) Raise critical thinking questions in the reading section and check if they were relevant to the paper content and reflect critical thoughts (AC-2).

3.2 Survey Study

3.2.1 Survey Protocol. We develop our questionnaire on Microsoft Forms and invite our respondents to fill it online. It first asks for respondents’ prior experience and perceived ability in critical paper reading. For those with experience in critical paper reading, we further ask about their encountered difficulties in critical paper reading practices when they were beginners in critical paper reading practices. To elicit novices’ needs for support in each training stage, we brainstorm a set of potential features (Table 1) of the training tool, based on their paper reading experience and related works (e.g., CReBot [65], Marvista [19], the theory of scaffolding [33]). We then ask participants to rate their perceived usefulness of these features on a standard five-point Likert scale (1 - not useful at all, 5 - very useful). We also include open-ended questions about other features they would like to have in the training support tool.

3.2.2 Respondents. We recruited 52 students (S1-52; 18 Females, 29 Males, 4 Not to specify) through social networks and word-of-mouth. They all speak English as their second language. Among them were 30 undergraduate, 15 master, and 7 Ph.D. students. Their ages range from 18 to 28 years old with an average age of 23 (SD = 2.23). Twenty-five respondents reported having no or little knowledge, 18 respondents had moderate knowledge, and the rest 9 people know a lot about critical paper reading. Forty-nine students indicated prior experience in reading scientific papers.

3.3 Findings

3.3.1 Challenges of Critical Paper Reading. For the 27 respondents with prior knowledge of critical paper reading, we ask about their difficulties in the reading process when they were novices and summarize the results below.

C1: Feel uneasy to capture the key ideas. Eight respondents recalled that they had struggles in identifying the key points of the reading content. “The paper is commonly lengthy, containing too much information that hinders me from understanding and extracting its main points, e.g., its novelty or contributions” (S14, Male, age: 21).

C2: Lack of skills in raising critical thoughts. Five students mentioned that they lack skills in questioning the paper content, e.g., what points could be criticized and how to criticize them.”
Table 1: Perceived usefulness of our training tool’s potential features in the QR2AC training process; 1/5 - not useful/very useful. We implement those features (bold) with an average score higher than 4 (except the first feature in AC-2 stage).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential Features</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Highlight the paragraph where the possible answer locate as a hint</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Highlight the possible answer for reference</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Provide multiple comprehension questions (e.g., what, how) for users to choose from</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Provide the general guideline of paper reading</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Provide a comprehension question one at a time</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Highlight the possibly key sentences as hints</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Provide the potential summary for reference</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Provide the general guideline for summarizing</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) The tool rates users’ summaries for them.</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Users assess their own summary.</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Answer users’ critical thinking questions</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Provide examples of critical thinking questions for reference</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Guide users to raise critical thinking questions</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) The tool rates users’ critical thinking questions for them.</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Users assess their own critical thinking questions.</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.2 Perceived Usefulness of Potential Features. Table 1 shows the respondents’ average ratings on the usefulness of the potential tool’s features. Using four points as the threshold, we found that in the QR stage, users would find the training tool useful if it highlights the paragraph of the possible answer as a hint, provides the potential answer for reference, and provides various comprehension questions (e.g., “what, how”) for users to choose from. In the AC-1 stage, it would be useful to offer the general guideline for summarizing, highlight the possible key sentences as hints and provide the potential summary for reference. Lastly, in the AC-2 stage, the training tool would be useful if it guide users to raise critical thinking questions, provide examples of critical thinking questions for reference, and answer users’ critical thinking questions.

3.3.3 Other Expected Features. Our respondents actively indicated their expected features of our training tool in the open-ended questions. In the QR stage, eight participants suggest that if the system provides users with comprehension questions, it can assess how well their thoughts have answered these questions. “I hope that the tool can indicate the similarities and differences between my answer and the correct answer” (S48, N, age: 20). Similarly, in the AC-1 stage, seven students would like the tool to indicate if there were redundant or missing points in their drafted summary of the reading content. “The tool can showcase the points that could be added or deleted from my summary, which could prove guidance on how to improve” (S2, M, age: 23).

3.4 Design Requirements for CriTrainer

Based on the survey findings and related literature on education, we derive the following design requirements (DR) for a critical paper reading training tool.

DR1: In the QR stage, the tool should provide text-specific comprehension (e.g., “what, how”) questions and highlight the paragraph of possible answers to these questions to keep the reader’s focus on understanding the paper content. Providing questions can increase user engagement by encouraging them to search for answers within the text [8, 31, 62]. Additionally, these questions could help people better understand not only what they read, but also how they read the text [19]. This is also the perceived useful feature rated by our survey respondents (Table 1). Understanding the paper content is the basic requirement for the later summarization and question-asking tasks. Therefore, as expected by the respondents, the tool can further offer features like highlighting the paragraph of possible answers to the questions to consolidate readers’ understanding.

DR2: In the AC-1 stage, the tool should provide a referred summary of the reading content and offer feedback on how users’ draft summary match with and differ from the referred one. However, the tool should encourage users to spend necessary effort on the summarization task. This could train novices’ critical reading ability in terms of capturing the paper’s key ideas (C1). The referred summary can serve as a good example of how knowledgeable persons would outline key points [19, 50]. Nevertheless, unlike previous work on reading support tools that aim at easing reading workload, our training tool should encourage users to spend effort in this process. Based on the theory of scaffolding [33] and the respondents’ ratings on potential features, it could first let learners have a trial on summarizing paper content, provide hints like possibly important sentences if needed in this process, and feedback on their summaries compared to a referred one.

DR3: In the AC-2 stage, the tool should provide templates of critical thinking questions (e.g., “why, how well”) and example text-specific questions based on these templates. However,
the tool should encourage readers to extend their thoughts on these questions and raise their own ones. This could train novices’ critical reading ability in terms of raising critical thoughts (C2). The general critical thinking questions (e.g., the ones compiled by Peng et al. [65]) can serve as good starting points for users to learn what these questions look like. However, our training tool should further help users learn how to raise questions that are similar to the referred ones but are more relevant to the reading content. Similar to the AC-1 stage, the tool should encourage them to have a trial on raising their own questions. Besides, while our respondents expect the tool can answer their raised questions, the critical thinking questions normally do not have correct answers. Instead, the tool should encourage users to extend their thoughts on the questions [64, 82, 91]. For example, the tool could highlight the keywords of the questions in the paper that may help re-examine relevant content, which is the expected feature in the survey findings.

4 SYSTEM

Based on the design requirements for the critical paper reading training tool, we develop Critrainer that provides text-specific comprehension questions in the QR stage (DR1), hints and feedback based on the referred summary in the AC-1 stage (DR2), and template-based text-specific critical thinking questions in the AC-2 stage (DR3). We choose to integrate Critrainer as an add-on into Google Docs, a publicly available platform for reading documents (including papers), in the form of a sidebar [36, 44]. The design of Critrainer can be generalized and customized to other reading platforms. The Critrainer add-on is implemented in javascript and connects to the backend Python flask server that processes the paper content and user interaction. Critrainer supports the QR2AC training flow at the section level (e.g., Introduction, Conclusion), as the original QRAC framework [8] does and the previous reading support tool like CreBot suggests [65]. Figure 2 illustrates the section-level training pipeline, Critrainer’s support, and backend models in each stage. In this section, we first present a user scenario to walk through the QR2AC process in Critrainer and then detail the interface design and backend models in each stage.

4.1 User scenario

In this scenario, we describe how John, an undergraduate student, practices critical paper reading with Critrainer. His goal is to improve his critical reading skills for the HCI paper-sharing course project which requires him to present and discuss scientific papers.

John first uploads his interested paper to Google Docs and invokes the Critrainer add-on. He selects the Introduction section in Critrainer (Figure 3 a1) and checks the generated comprehension questions (a2). John then reads through the Introduction section. He checks the hint on each question and answers it whenever he wishes. Next, he proceeds to the AC-1 stage (Figure 3 b) to practice paper comprehension skills. John drafts a summary of the Introduction section, compares it with the AI-generated one, refers to the highlighted key-texts in the paper, and makes revisions to improve his summary. After that, John starts to practice critical thinking skills in the AC-2 stage (Figure 3 c). He checks the templates of critical thinking questions and the highlighted keywords in the Introduction section. He is curious about the non-humanoid robot introduced in the paper and raises a question "Why should we care about the non-humanoid robot?". After a deep examination of the sentences about non-humanoid robot in the paper, John has a clearer mind about the motivation of this paper and is more curious about the proposed methods and results. Therefore, he selects other sections of the paper and goes through the QR2AC process again.

In summary, after reading the paper with Critrainer, John is confident that he can present it well and have a deep discussion about it with his classmates. Also, he feels that he is more capable of reading other papers critically.

4.2 QR stage

In this stage, users should read and understand the paper section before proceeding to the two critical reading training tasks.
4.2.1 Interaction and interface design. When users select a paper section from the drop-down menu in the bottom part of *CriTrainer* (Figure 3), they will first experience the QR stage. In this stage, *CriTrainer* asks users to read through the selected section and offers a few comprehension questions that may help (a1). Users can select a question, read the section with it, “Submit” an answer to it, or/and check the “Hint” that will highlight the paragraph of referred answer in the paper if they wish (a2). If they submit an answer to the selected question, *CriTrainer* will rate it into five levels (i.e., very good, good, moderate, not too bad, and poor) based on its similarity to the referred answer. Similar to CReBot [65] and Marvista [19], *CriTrainer* will record their submitted answers (a3) so that users can reflect on their understandings when needed.

Users can click “Next Stage” to proceed to the first critical paper reading training task in the AC-1 stage.

4.2.2 Backend model. When the user invokes *CriTrainer*, it will access the paper content and send it to the backend server. We utilize the MixQG [57], a state-of-the-art question generation model that is fine-tuned on nine question-answering datasets using T5 pre-trained models [69], to generate the comprehension questions for the reading section. MixQG takes the answer to the intended question and the text about the answer as input and outputs a question. In our practice, we use an extractive summarization model [54] to process each paragraph of the reading section. The output summary and corresponding paragraph serve as the input to MixQG. We present at most five questions 5 in this stage to avoid overwhelming the users. Table 2 provides examples of source texts and comprehension questions generated by *CriTrainer*.

Figure 3: Interface of *CriTrainer* in the QR2AC process. In the QR stage, users can read through a section and answer comprehension questions (a2). In the AC-1 stage, users can draft a summary of the section (b2) and get feedback based on the AI-generated summary (b3). In the AC-2 stage, users can raise critical thinking questions with the support of detected keywords, question templates, and generated questions (b2). In each stage, users can check the task description (a1, b1, c1), track their progress (a4, b4, c4), and navigate to the previous or next stage (a4, b4, c4).
4.3 AC-1 stage

In this stage, users should finish their first training task by drafting a summary of the reading section based on their understanding.

4.3.1 Interaction and interface design. When users proceed to this stage from the QR stage, they can see the task description and general guidance that direct them to identify the key points of the selected section and draft a summary (Figure 3 b1). Users can write down and submit their thoughts (b2), after which they are encouraged to improve their drafts with a machine-generated summary from CriTrainer for reference (b3). To help users locate the key points of the drafted and referred summaries, CriTrainer will also underline or highlight the sentences in the original paper content that are similar to the drafted or referred summary. In our later experiment, we require participants to finish training tasks about the Introduction section, and the referred summary only shows up after they draft and submit some meaningful content about it (i.e., over 90% meaningful words). This would encourage them to spend the necessary effort on this summarization task (DR2). They can click “Last Stage” to check their QR records or “Next Stage” to proceed to the second critical paper reading training task in the AC-2 stage.

4.3.2 Backend model. To provide a referred summary to learners, CriTrainer adopts a state-of-the-art abstractive summarization model BRIo [52], which is trained on three text summarization datasets. It’s demonstrated that it can generate fluent, semantically, and syntactically correct summaries [52]. In our practice, CriTrainer inputs all paragraphs of the selected section to BRIo and outputs a referred summary to learners. To support highlighted key points in the paper that contributes to the referred summary, we encode each sentence in the selected section and the summary into vectors using bert-base-cased [74] and compute their cosine similarities. The outcome of this process is that for each sentence in the summary, CriTrainer can highlight the most similar sentence in the paper, which could serve as the key points that may help users learn how to capture the main ideas of the paper.

4.4 AC-2 stage

In this stage, users should finish their second training task by raising critical thinking questions on the reading section.

4.4.1 Interaction and interface design. When users proceed to this stage from the AC-1 stage, they can first view the task description that requires them to ask critical thinking questions (Figure 3 c1). Before writing down and submitting their critical thoughts, users can check machine-detected keywords about which they may raise relevant questions (c2). To avoid information overload, CriTrainer only shows three keywords at a time, and users can click the arrow buttons to check more. Users can select a detected keyword, which will be highlighted in the paper content for easy navigation. CriTrainer also offer a “Not needed. I have a thought” option to remind users that they can also ask questions in any form they want. Note that only when users have submitted two critical thinking questions, the question templates (c2) will show up. This interaction design aims to first encourage learners to spend necessary effort and then encourage them to raise more questions with reference, as suggested by our design requirement DR3. Users can click the “Hint” to get the possible aspects for thinking based on the chosen keywords (e.g., Motivation, Novelty, Method). Each time users submit a question, CriTrainer will record it (c3, c4) and encourage users to try to raise more with a fixed generated critical thinking question for reference. Users can click “Last Stage” to check their drafted summary again or “Next Section” to proceed to read and get trained on the next paper section.

4.4.2 Backend model. To provide critical thinking question templates, detected keywords, and example text-specific questions, we propose a template-based question generation model. We choose the template-based approach as it does not require a collection of a large context-question labeled dataset that is needed in deep-learning-based methods.

**Template Design.** We adopt the open-source section-level critical thinking questions from CReBot [65] as the sources of the templates. These questions are compiled by experienced Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) researchers and organized based on “what, how, why, how well”, the questioning aspect (e.g., clarity, replicability), and common sections in the critical thinking questions in HCI papers. They are used in our baseline tool in the later experiment. However, these questions are not adapted to the specific text in the paper content and could not satisfy the DR3 for our training tool. In our practice, we select the “why” and “how well” questions (N = 182) from CReBot for the template design as they are criticism questions [65]. We get inspired from [13] which suggests that the intention of each sentence in academic papers can be categorized into background, objective, method, result, and others. We examine the selected questions from CReBot and see if they can be converted into templates that ask about those

| Table 2: Example source text and generated comprehension questions in the QR stage. |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| **Source text** | **Comprehension question** |
| To evaluate the effectiveness of our system, we performed a study with six blind users. We observed that the proposed system enabled participants to sense the line movement and to stand in line effectively by themselves. Moreover, participants felt more confident and comfortable to stand in line by themselves after the experiment. Based on our findings and user feedback, we discuss requirements to make the system practical and applicable for other use cases. | How did the researchers evaluate the system? |
| We developed a smartphone-based system that can detect surrounding people and inform about the distance to the closest person. This system intends to complement blind users’ orientation and mobility skills in a social context, allowing them to stand in lines by themselves. | What is the main purpose of the system? |
Table 3: Example text-specific generated critical thinking questions in the AC-2 stage based on our template-based approach. <A> Method, <B> Background, and <C> Result stand for the category of masked keywords.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Template</th>
<th>Critical thinking question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abstract</td>
<td>Is &lt;B&gt; relevant to the problem I am looking for?</td>
<td>Is navigating blind pedestrians relevant to the problem I am looking for?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>Is the method of this paper, e.g., &lt;A&gt;, novel?</td>
<td>Is the method of this paper, e.g., infrared depth sensor, novel?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Is the research about &lt;B&gt; important?</td>
<td>Is the research about completely man-made environment important?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related work</td>
<td>Do the authors’ comments on &lt;B&gt; make sense? Why?</td>
<td>Do the authors’ comments on computer vision-based assistive technologies make sense? Why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Is prior work about &lt;B&gt; adequately reviewed, e.g., in terms of methods and contributions?</td>
<td>Is prior work about assisting blind people adequately reviewed, e.g., in terms of methods and contributions?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Whether the descriptions of methods about &lt;A&gt; are clearly presented?</td>
<td>Whether the descriptions of methods about robotic emotional expressions are clearly presented?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Do the authors clarify enough details for me to understand their methods, e.g., about &lt;A&gt;?</td>
<td>Do the authors clarify enough details for me to understand their methods, e.g., about the greeting opening gesture?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td>Do the authors point out any potential concerns of their findings about &lt;C&gt;? Can I solve them?</td>
<td>Do the authors point out any potential concerns of their findings about directly mimicking human? Can I solve them?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusion</td>
<td>Whether this paper about &lt;A&gt; is useful? Why?</td>
<td>Whether this paper about built-in RGB camera is useful? Why?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

categories. The results turn out that few questions are about “objective” and “others”. For the remaining three sentence categories, our critical thinking question template fills in the keywords of the corresponding questions. Specifically, for each selected question \[\left[w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n\right], \text{where} w_i \text{denotes a word in the question, its template looks like} \left[w_i, \ldots, A > / B > / C >, w_{i+1}, \ldots, w_n\right], \text{where} A > / B > / C > \text{are keywords about:}

- **<A> Method**, which describes the study design;
- **<B> Background**, which motivates the reader to examine the research by setting the general field or topic and stating the shortcomings of the previous study;
- **<C> Result**, which states the major findings and advances the significance of the research by either drawing conclusions or offering recommendations.

**Template Development.** Three authors of our research team first independently conduct a coding on the twenty randomly sampled questions to derive potential templates. They then meet and discuss with an assistant professor in the HCI domain to refine their templates. For example, the template for the original general question “Why is this problem important?” is “Whether is the <B>-important? Why?” We further adopt words like “e.g.,” in the templates to mitigate the negative impact of the potentially mis-detected keywords. After discussion with the professor, they then code the rest questions and regularly discuss the derived templates for several rounds. In the end, we have 116 templates out of the 182 questions.

**Keyword Filling.** To fill the templates with proper keywords, we first adopt a pre-trained sequential sentence classification model [21] to classify each sentence of the paper. This model achieves an F1-score of 80.74%, 89.63%, and 80.40% on classifying sentences about method, background, and result respectively. For each sentence that falls into the method, background, or result category, we use a light-weight unsupervised automatic keyword extraction method YAKE [14] to identify its keywords. We tag the detected keywords <A>, <B>, or <C> based on the classified sentence. We fill these keywords in proper templates in the same paper section to generate text-specific questions.

**Validation of the Templates and Generated Questions.** We apply our template-based question generation approach to four HCI papers published in a top venue CHI, short for The ACM CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. These four papers have two common co-authors, who are invited to rate the quality of generated questions and corresponding templates. With the information about the corresponding section, template, and filled keywords, the two co-authors rate each question regarding its understandability, relevance, and criticalness for helping users learn how to raise critical thoughts [45]. For each template, we average the scores of multiple questions that apply the template as its final score. On average, the mean scores for the developed templates are 4.32 (SD = 0.42) for understandability, 3.93 (SD = 1.06) for relevance, and 4.13 (SD = 0.53) for criticalness. We select the templates with scores above 3.5 in all aspects for **CriTrainer** to maintain the quality of the templates. After this process, we have 39 templates asking about “Method” keywords, 13 about “Background”, and 20 about “Result”. Table 3 presents some examples of our templates along with their generated critical thinking questions.

5 EXPERIMENT

To investigate **CriTrainer**’s impact on novice researchers’ critical paper reading training process and outcome, we conduct a mixed-design (tool as between-subjects, time as within-subjects factor) experiment with 24 participants. Our research questions (RQ) are:

RQ1: Compared to the baseline tool that provides general guidance, how would **CriTrainer** help novices improve their critical paper reading skills in (i) summarizing the paper content, and (ii) raising relevant critical thinking questions after training sessions?
5.1 Baseline
To evaluate the value of our proposed text-specific and interaction features, we choose a baseline tool that does not have these features but has general guidance in the QR2AC process. It sits in the right part of the browser as an add-on with a similar interface as CriTrainer (Figure 3). It also structures the training process using the QR2AC structure. Its differences from CriTrainer lie in the lack of adaptive text-specific content that we propose. Specifically, the baseline tool does not have the generated comprehension questions and records of user responses in the QR stage (Figure 3 a2 and a3), the highlighted key points and referred summary in the AC-1 stage (b3), and the detected keywords, question templates, and example text-specific questions in the AC-2 stage (c2). Instead, it offers general guidance like those that appeared in b1 and c1. In the QR stage, the baseline tool only informs the users to read through the selected section with their questions, if any. In the AC-1 and AC-2 stages, it offers the same text area for writing down their summary and critical thinking questions but does not have the “Hint” button. In the AC-2 stage, it also provides the section-level general critical thinking questions where the CriTrainer’s presented templates come from. In all, the baseline tool simulates how users can learn and exercise critical paper reading skills with general guidance.

5.2 Participants
We recruited 24 undergraduate students through an advertisement posted on a social network in a Chinese university. All participants speak English as their second language, and they are qualified in reading and writing in English with the CET-6 certificate, a national test indicating students’ English level of non-English major postgraduates in China. They mainly major in science and engineering backgrounds like Artificial Intelligence and Information and Computing Sciences. Participants generally had little experience in reading academic papers ($M = 3.29, SD = 1.10$; 1 - No experience at all, 7 - A lot of experience) and self-rated incompetent in critical paper reading ($M = 2.75, SD = 0.88; 1/7$ - Extremely incompetent/competent). We randomly assigned participants into a treatment group using CriTrainer (P1-12, 7 Females, 5 Males; age: $M = 20.58, SD = 0.49$) and a controlled group using the baseline tool (P13-24; 9 Females, 3 Males; age: $M = 21.08, SD = 0.86$).

5.3 Task and Procedure
We conducted the experiment offline. Figure 4 illustrates the procedure for each participant. Since our templates of the generated questions are based on the question pool for reading HCI papers from [65], we sample the training and testing materials from papers published in the HCI venue. Following [65], we choose the CHI late-breaking works (LBWs), which "provide the CHI community with an opportunity to present new and exciting contributions that showcase innovative technologies, extend prior research conversations, detail short self-contained studies, or provide provocations for new work and ideas to emerge" [1]. CHI LBWs are short but complete, which could be suitable for training purposes in a controlled lab study. We sampled four papers with similar word counts ($Mean = 4251, SD = 77$) from CHI2019 and CHI2020 LBWs with few technical details. We left the two LBWs with virtual reality
elements as pre- and post-test materials. We used the other two as the training materials; one is about a smartphone-based system for blind people, and the other is about the use of sound for urban runners. Based on a pilot study with two novices, we suggested 40 minutes for the participants to read each paper and informed them that they can spend less or more time if they want. We instructed participants that they need to read the paper’s Introduction section in detail and complete the two training tasks on this section and they can read other parts as they want. The focus is on the Introduction section because it is the key part of any academic paper and could be the most valuable and effective content for training critical paper reading skills. All participants read the same four papers in the same order in the procedure, which is described below.

**Pre-test.** One day before the training sessions, participants took a pre-test on the same given paper for about 40 minutes. They need to write down a summary of the paper’s Introduction section and raise relevant critical thinking questions. The purpose of the pre-test is to check participants’ critical paper reading skills prior to the training sessions, which are used to validate whether they get improved after training.

**Training:** On the experiment day, participants first viewed a demo from the experimenter on how to use their assigned training tool (i.e., CriTrainer or baseline tool) and then started the training sessions. They needed to read two papers with a 10-minute break in between. When reading each paper, we required them to experience a complete QR2AC training process in the Introduction section and recommended that they can use the tool in other sections as they wish. Except for that, we do not restrict whether, when, and how they use the tool. After the two training sessions, participants rated their perceived engagement in the process, workload, and perceptions about the tools. We further asked their opinions on whether and how they learned summarization and question-asking skills with the training tool and their suggestions for improvement.

**Post-test:** After a 10-minute break from the training session, participants conducted a post-test without any support from the training tools, in which they read another paper, wrote down a summary on its Introduction section, and raise relevant critical thinking questions. We compensated each participant with about $22 USD for around three hours spent in the full experiment.

### 5.4 Measurement

**RQ1. Training outcome.** We measure participants’ improvements in their critical paper reading skills after the training sessions from two aspects. i) **Summarizing paper content.** In the pre-test and post-test, we measure participants’ ability of Summarizing paper content by scoring their written summaries using three items adapted from [42]: Understanding(S): How much does the student seem to understand the main ideas of this section? Conciseness(S): How concise is the written summary? Overall(S): Overall, how good the summary of this section is? ii) **Raising critical thinking questions.** Following [45], for each Question participants raise in pre-test and post-test, we score its Understandability(Q) (how easy can you understand this question), Relevance(Q) (how relevant the question is to this paper section), and Criticalness(Q) (how critical do you think this question is). All items are rated on a 5-point Likert Scale (1/5 - very bad/good). We invited the two senior HCI researchers, who co-author the four CHI papers used in validating question templates in subsection 4.4.2, to score the summaries and questions in pre- and post-tests. They are blind to the group information. We average their scores as the final score for each item.

**RQ2. Training process. i) Behaviors.** To inspect participants’ behavior during the training process with CriTrainer/Baseline, we log the completion time of each training session, the length of the user-written summary, and the number of user-raised critical thinking questions in each training session. ii) **Perceived engagement and task workload.** We measure participants’ perceived engagement in the training process from six aspects adapted from [24, 61], i.e., Concentration, Sense of Ecstasy, Doability, Sense of Serenity, Timelessness Feeling, and Intrinsic Motivation. We also measure their perceived task workload using metrics from NASA Task Load Index [23] regarding i.e., Mental Demand, Physical Demand, Temporal Demand, Performance, Effort, and Frustration.

**RQ3. Perceptions towards the tool.** For each tool, we adopt the technology acceptance model from [65, 81, 84] to measure its usefulness (four items; Cronbach’s α = 0.919); easy to use (two items; Cronbach’s α = 0.701); and intention to use (two items; Cronbach’s α = 0.901). We average the scores of multiple items as the final score for each aspect. Besides, we ask for their opinions and suggestions on the tool regarding critical paper reading training support.

### 6 ANALYSES AND RESULTS

To evaluate the changes in the ability of the participants in critical paper reading, we conduct a two-way mixed ANOVA to compare the performance of participants in each group (as between-subjects factors) during the pre-test and post-test (as within-subjects). We also perform the Mann-Whitney U test [53] to compare the difference in critical paper reading performance separately in pre- and post-test between the two groups in RQ1. This test confirms that our participants do not have significant differences in their critical paper reading ability before the training sessions. Similarly, for the rated items in RQ2 and RQ3, we use the Mann-Whitney U test [53] to compare the ratings between two user groups. The Mann-Whitney U is a non-parametric test commonly used to compare differences between independent conditions (e.g., in HCI studies (e.g., [16, 19, 39, 80])) especially when the data normality is violated, as confirmed in our cases. In all U tests, we adopt the Bonferroni correction by setting the significance level at 0.05 divided by the number of dimensions within each measurement. For the participants’ comments and suggestions on the training tool, we perform a thematic analysis [11]. Two authors first code all the qualitative data independently, and after discussion, they form a list of initial codes. After several rounds of coding with comparison and discussion, they consolidate different codes into the pros and cons of each tool (Table 5), which are incorporated into the result presentation below.

#### 6.1 RQ1. Training Outcome

Figure 5 shows participants’ performance in pre- and post-tests, which reflect their skills in critical paper reading. i) **Summarizing paper content.** Overall, participants have a significant improvement in the Understanding(S) (p < .05) of their
written summary with either tool after the training sessions. There are no significant changes in the summaries’ conciseness and overall quality between pre- and post-test. As for the group factor, we observe a significant difference in the Conciseness(S) (p < .05) of the summary written by participants using CriTrainer compared to those using the baseline tool. There are no significant interaction effects between the time and group factors. In general, both tools could improve users’ ability in summarizing paper content regarding showing their understanding on the paper section and overall quality. However, they could perform worse in the summary’s conciseness, which could be due to that we did not explicitly require them to pay attention to the length of the summary in the training sessions. Six participants using CriTrainer especially value its text-specific guidance in the summarization tasks. “With the highlighted key points in the paper content and referred summary in CriTrainer, I learned how to grasp the main idea of the section and rephrase it” (P1, Female, age: 21). “The referred summary encouraged me to think deeply about the logic among the paragraphs” (P8, Male, age: 20).

ii) Raising critical thinking questions. After the training sessions, participants in both groups have significant improvements in their skills in raising critical thinking questions regarding the numbers (p < .01) and understandability (p < .01). As for the group factor, there are no significant differences on all measured items of raised questions. However, we have interesting findings on the interaction effects on these items between the time and group factors. Specifically, the understandability and criticalness of questions raised by CriTrainer users improve significantly more than Baseline users after training (p < .01). Participants in the CriTrainer group also gain improvement on the relevance and criticalness of the raised questions, while those with the baseline tool have a decreasing performance in these two metrics (.05 < p < .1). The follow-up Mann-Whitney U tests on the post-test performance further reveals that participants in CriTrainer group raised significantly more (U = 33.5, p < .05/4) critical thinking questions than those in the Baseline group, and these questions are significantly more understandable (U = 29.5, p < .05/4) and critical (U = 37.5, p < .05/4). These results suggest that compared to the baseline tool, CriTrainer led to a better training outcome in terms of their ability in raising more understandable, relevant, and critical questions on the paper content. Ten participants using CriTrainer mention how its detected keywords and templates foster their critical thinking skills in the post-study interviews. “By referring to the keywords and templates, I gained a deeper understanding of the paper and was able to express my critical thoughts” (F5, M, age: 21). “With CriTrainer, I learned to think of the paper’s background, method, and results from different aspects” (P9, F, age: 20). “I know better how to raise more relevant and reasonable questions after training.” (P10, M, age: 21). Five participants using the baseline tool desire more text-specific guidance. “It would be better if it can provide referred critical thinking questions based on the specific paper” (P13, F, age: 21).

6.2 RQ2. Training Process

i) Behaviors. In general, participants spent significantly more time (U = 37.5, p < .05) in the training process with CriTrainer (M = 34.58 min, SD = 5.25 min) than they did with the baseline tool (M = 29.08 min, SD = 6.27 min). Meanwhile, we compare the total number of words in user-written summaries during the training process (CriTrainer: M = 71.58, SD = 15.99; Baseline: M = 91.88, SD = 29.96), but find no significant difference (U = 99.5, p = .12). Furthermore, the number of user-raised critical questions in the CriTrainer group (M = 7.96, SD = 4.74) was significantly greater than the baseline group (M = 3.46, SD = 1.05) during the training process (U = 21.5, p < .01). This indicates CriTrainer motivates participants to devote more effort to raising critical thinking questions, which can be viewed as practicing critical thinking skills. “The CriTrainer’s keywords helped...”
me think of how to raise questions and its feedback with text-specific questions encouraged me to raise more” (P1, F, age: 21).

ii) Perceived engagement and workload. As for the six items that measure perceived engagement in the training process, there is no significant difference between CriTrainer and the baseline tool after Bonferroni correction, which is shown in Table 4. Similarly, we do not observe significant differences between the two tools in the metrics about task workload with Bonferroni correction. We also observe that the workload of the training task is generally lower in CriTrainer group regarding mental and temporal demand, effort, and frustration. Ten participants with CriTrainer especially favor its highlighting features that help them locate important information more easily, which might reduce their task workload. “CriTrainer highlights and summarizes the main idea, which makes it easier to practice how to summarize the paper content” (P12, F, age: 21).

6.3 RQ3. Perceptions Towards the Tool
Table 4 shows the participants’ ratings on their technology acceptance of CriTrainer and Baseline. We do not observe significant differences in terms of usefulness, ease of use, and intention to use (p > .05). As for their comments on the tools (Table 5), participants with CriTrainer generally feel that it can help them learn how to think critically (N = 10), how to identify the key points and summarize them (6). They also like its features on highlighting paper content (9), providing hints and feedback (6), and offering comprehension questions (3). “After training with CriTrainer, I feel that my perspective on thinking has become more diverse. Additionally, I have started to read and think with a focus” (P6, F, age: 22) However, CriTrainer could be inflexible to use (3) and its templates may be not diverse in some sections (3). Regarding the baseline tool, participants favor its general guidance (6), easy and clear interaction (5), and simple interface (2). “I like its simple interface and clear interaction” (P19, M, age: 20). Nevertheless, it can not provide adaptive assistance (5) and could be not enjoyable (3).

7 DISCUSSION
In this work, we propose CriTrainer with the goal to help users acquire critical paper reading skills in terms of summarizing paper content and raising relevant critical thinking questions. Our mixed-design study with 24 novice researchers suggested that the amount of improvement in summarization performance with CriTrainer is not significantly larger than that with a baseline tool that offers general summarization guidance. One possible reason could be that participants with the baseline tool spent more effort in summarizing the paper content during the AC-1 stage, as suggested by the number of words in their submitted summaries in training sessions; Baseline: M = 91.88, CriTrainer: 71.58, p = .12. While participants favor CriTrainer’s highlighted key points and referred summary, they may spend less effort in thinking about how to capture them and write them down. This result implies that the AI-powered training tool should balance the amount of support and users’ effort during their learning tasks, which we discuss in subsection 7.1.

As for the ability to raise relevant critical thinking questions on the paper, we found that compared to the participants using the baseline tool which provides general section-level questions, those with CriTrainer have significantly more improvement in raising understandable, relevant, and critical questions. As commented by our participants, this improvement can be accounted for CriTrainer’s detected keywords, question templates, and corresponding text-specific questions. Therefore, our findings support the previous work’s [2, 15, 27, 32, 63] implication on the importance of specific guidances in developing critical thinking skills. Our proposed template-based question generation approach can offer such specific guidance to individual learners on a large scale. We acknowledge that the current question templates are derived from a question pool [65] compiled for HCI paper domain and may not be directly
applied to other research fields. To train the ability to raise critical thinking questions on papers in other domains, we open-source our compiled templates attached in the supplementary materials of this submission and encourage future researchers to further customize them.

Our ideas of CriTrainer can also be applied to train users’ critical thinking skills in other scenarios such as reading news articles and social media posts. For instance, when reading news articles, a critical thinking training tool like CriTrainer can derive question templates from information assessment guidelines [41] to help users learn how to identify the misinformation in the articles. It is also promising to extend the usage scenarios of CriTrainer to assist researchers to self-check their paper drafts, help reviewers to identify the submissions’ strengths and weaknesses, and facilitate lecturers to prepare critical thinking teaching materials.

7.1 Design Considerations
From our study findings, we derive several design considerations for critical paper reading training tools.

7.1.1 Offer adaptive and interpretable suggestions on how to improve the drafted summary. CriTrainer currently provides a referred summary and highlighted key points after users submit a draft in the AC-1 stage. While this information can help participants reflect on their summaries and locate where the key sentences are, they expect more adaptive and interpretable suggestions. First, CriTrainer could offer a polished version of their drafted summaries, e.g., using the latest ChatGPT technology [7], which would help them learn how to organize and rephrase the main ideas concisely. Second, CriTrainer should explicitly reveal the relationship among the highlighted key points to make them more interpretable. For example, it can identify the fine-grain structure (e.g., previous work, gap, challenge, proposed work, contribution) of the reading section and add the related tags to the highlighted sentence.

7.1.2 Increase the diversity of generated critical thinking questions. While participants generally favor our template-based critical thinking questions, three users of CriTrainer suggest that these questions should be more diverse (Table 5). There are two possible ways to address this concern. First, to improve linguistic diversity, CriTrainer could leverage pre-trained language models (e.g., GTP4 [12]) to rephrase the templates and generated questions. Second, to diversify the types of questions, we could integrate the template-based and data-driven question generation approaches. We do not suggest a supervised data-driven method that would require a large labeled context-question dataset. Instead, we could collect the existing questions raised in the open reviews of academic papers, group them, and extract templates from the clusters. This could enlarge CriTrainer’s template pool for helping users learn how to raise critical thoughts.

7.1.3 Encourage necessary effort spent in the learning tasks. As recommended by the theory of scaffolding [33], CriTrainer have adopted a few features to encourage users to first spend effort and then receive support and feedback. For example, CriTrainer only shows referred summary if 90% of the submitted words are meaningful, i.e., they are not random letters. The results turn out that during the training sessions, participants did try to raise more questions with CriTrainer in the AC-2 stage but tended to write fewer words in the AC-1 stage. Apart from detecting whether users are tricking the training tool, we suggest that future CriTrainer should offer hints and feedback step by step rather than presenting the referred summary at once. For example, after the users submit a draft, it can detect the missing key points and prompt a hint on them first. Besides, CriTrainer could incorporate a gamification feature (e.g., competition with others) that would encourage users to work hard on the training tasks for better performance.

7.1.4 Balance the tradeoff between flexibility and sufficient support. We do not observe significant differences regarding the user experience between CriTrainer and the baseline tool. This result could be accounted for the pros and cons of CriTrainer (Table 5). For example, while our proposed features can facilitate critical thinking and comprehension, they also increase the complexity of the interface, making it inflexible to use for some users. This urges further optimizing our interface design to improve user experience. For instance, we could enable customization of the layout, e.g., allowing automatic and manual (un)folding of certain information [65], to simplify the interface based on users’ interest.

7.2 Limitations and Future Work
Our work has several limitations. First, as we derive question templates from a pool compiled for HCI papers and primarily target novices in research, we mainly include undergraduate students with science and engineering backgrounds in the experiment. We encourage future work to validate CriTrainer’s effectiveness by involving more participants in diverse majors and research expertise. Second, we measure the improvement in participants’ critical thinking skills after two training sessions by comparing their performances in summarization and question-asking tasks in pre- and

| Table 5: (RQ3 results) Summary of users’ comments about pros and cons of CriTrainer/Baseline |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| Pros (the number of participants who mention) | Cons                           |
| Facilitate critical thinking (10); Help identify the key points and summarize them (4); Highlight paper content (9); Provide hints and feedback (5); Provided comprehension questions (3) | Inflexible to use (3); Question templates not diverse enough (3) |
| Baseline | General guidance (6); Easy and clear Interaction (5); Simple interface (2) | Not provide adaptive assistance (5); Lack of fun to use (3) |


post-test. However, learning critical paper reading is a life-long process for researchers, and the skill set involves other abilities like answering critical thinking questions. Future work could explore how to enhance \textit{CriTrainer} (e.g., with a question-answering module) to support other critical thinking training tasks and evaluate it with a long-term study. Third, we measure novices’ critical thinking ability by the number and quality of their raised critical questions [40, 65]. To step forward, we should measure their critical thoughts on these questions, which is an advanced ability of experienced readers. Future work could capture this aspect by rating participants’ responses to the pre-compiled critical thinking questions. Fourth, we treat the proposed features as a whole when evaluating the impact of \textit{CriTrainer}. Future work should evaluate it in ablation studies, e.g., the \textit{CriTrainer} tools with and without the hints in the QR2AC process, to explore the value of each feature. Fifth, while the primary target users of \textit{CriTrainer} are novices of all research domains, it is promising that domain experts (e.g., Robotics) could also learn with \textit{CriTrainer} in their unfamiliar areas (e.g., Human-Computer Interaction), which is a direction for future work. Sixth, our experiment treats the training tool as the between-subjects factor to avoid the learning effect on the measured learning outcome. To obtain more robust results, future work could increase the sample size or explore the study design of the tool as the within-subjects factor that mitigates the impact of individual differences. Additionally, all participants in our studies speak English as their second language. People with different cultural backgrounds may have different needs for critical reading support. It would be useful to research how the choice of demographics might have influenced the study results for future work. Lastly, similar to [85], we implement \textit{CriTrainer} as a Google Docs add-on supported by various browsers (e.g., Chrome, Firefox, Edge) to allow easy access and manipulation of paper content. However, some users may be more used to reading academic papers using pdf readers. Future work could seek ways to embed \textit{CriTrainer} into the popular pdf readers if they offer APIs to access and modify the paper content (e.g., color).

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we design and build an adaptive training tool \textit{CriTrainer} to help novice researchers develop critical paper reading skills in summarizing paper content and raising critical thinking questions. \textit{CriTrainer} offers a generated summary and highlights the relevant key points in the paper content after users submit a drafted one. It provides text-specific critical thinking questions generated by our proposed template-based approach to help users learn how to raise questions. We compared \textit{CriTrainer} to Baseline which provides general guidance through a mixed-design study with 24 participants. The results show that \textit{CriTrainer} can better improve participants’ critical paper reading skills in raising understandable, relevant, and critical questions after the training sessions. Our work offers insights and design considerations for building intelligent tools to train critical thinking skills.
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